Some images from the Founders’ Day Ceremonies and Cordell Ponak Memorial Dedication

FarmHouse Fraternity at Michigan State University

April 25, 2004
First table (clockwise from bottom left corner): Anna Schulz, Dan Schulz ’91, Terry Schulz ’01, unidentified with back to camera, Carol Hunter, Jim Hunter ’65, Phil Downs ’66, Terry Harris ’64, Bill Bailey ’65, Celia Greenleaf (walking with back to camera), Sue Havitz, Jodi Schulz, and Jeff Schulz. At the second table in the foreground are Carl Gibson ’65 and Gerry Kuhl ’65 and across the table from them are Don Bush ’68 and Jim Sillers ’66. Dave Durkee ’74 is facing the camera (partially obscured in the tan jacket) at the middle of the table. I think the guys at the far end of the table are Larry Crandall ’64 (partially obscured), Jerry Hull ’51, Norm Veliquette, 63 and Don Hannigan ’62. At the third table are Davis Vader (back to camera) and, from Davis to the left are Ryan McBride (white shirt, mostly obscured), Brandon Fritz (orange shirt), Clay Papoi (on end with Maroon shirt and tie), Kevin Thiel (to the right of Clay), Dan Armbruster, Pete Hirschmen, Rob Haag, Nick Tipper, Matt Sneller, then Kevin Rasch to the far right in front of Vader.
Here’s the rest of the dining room! The people at the table in the lower left have already been listed. I’m going to identify George Greenleaf ’46 (dark suit and white hair) in the foreground. Davis Vader is in the middle of the far table (in the black shirt with his back to the camera. To the right of Vader are Jessie Chase and Kevin Rasch, Dan Pollum, and Jeff Schultz. At the front of the table is Joe Tarkowski (blue shirt with his back to the camera), to his right are Brett Vogl, Corey Oeschger, TJ Ross (hidden behind Rasch), Tyler Hake, Ryan Robinson, and the gentlemen listed in the previous picture.
Pete Hirschman and Matt Kapp ’01 formed part of the work crew which passed chairs up from the dining room into the living room for the Founders’ Day ceremonies. In the background are Lowell Allen ’48 (far left, partially obscured), Norm Veliquette ’63 (blue suit), and Bill Wilson ’56 (white shirt).
Foreground (l to r): Celia Greenleaf, Mrs. Terry Harris, Terry Harris ’64, Sue Havitz. Bill Wilson standing at far right. In the background is Terry Schulz (back to camera) talking with, from left to right, Kevin Thiel, Corey Oeschger, and Dan Armbruster.

Middle ground (l to r): Don Hannigan ’62, Larry Crandall ’64, Gloria Crandall, Brett Vogl (active), Susan Morse, Jack Morse ’61, Norm Veliquette ’63 (back to camera), Gerry Kuhl ’65 (back to camera).

Background (l to r): Carl Gibson ’65, Josh Roggenbuck ’02, Jim Hunter ’65, Corey Oeschger (active), Bill Bailey ’65, Bill Wilson ’56 (seated), Carol Hunter (seated behind Wilson).
Back row from left - Ryan Peterson, Dan Pollum, Ben Sklarczyk, Wayne Moerdyk, Dan Schultz, James Bosserd, Clay Papoi, Kevin Thiel, Brett Vogl, Troy Finstrom, Corey Oeschger, Tyler Hake, Zack Baker, Pete Hirschman, Ryan Robinson, T.J. Ross, Terry Schultz, Nick Tipper.
Middle Row from left – Mark Havitz, Bill Bailey, Ken Chace, Doug Bodenbender, Dan Armbruster, Matt Kapp, Brandon Fritz, Ryan McBride, Chris Cregeur, Josh Roggenbuck, Joe Tarkowski, Matt Sneller, Don Hannigan, Terry Schulz, Jerry Hull, Don Bush.
Front row (all seated) from left – Jim Hunter, Phil Downs, Gerry Kuhl, Doug Bodenbender, Norm Veliquette, Larry Crandall, Lowell Allen, Bill Wilson.
Alumni at Founders’ Day 2004


Bottom row (l to r): Mark Havitz ’77, Doug Bodenbender ’65, Larry Crandall ’64, Lane Ely ’64, Norm Veliquette ’63, Lowell Allen ’48, Bill Wilson ’56.

In attendance but not pictured: Bob Braden ’42, Dave Durkee ’74, Brandon Fritz ’02, Carl Gibson ’65, Don Hillman ’51, Terry Harris ’64, Alec McPherson ’65, Jack Morse ’61, Dan Schulz ’91, Jeff Schulz, and Jim Sillers ‘66.
This photo doesn’t do the plaque justice, but posing, left to right are: Larry Crandall ’64, Lane Ely ’64, Cordell Ponak plaque, Norm Veliquette ’63, and Mark Havitz ’77.